HERO AND VILLAIN: THE DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT IN THE ERA OF COVID-19

Ariel F. Coto

“You either die a hero or you live long enough to see yourself become the villain.”

- Harvey Dent

I. INTRODUCTION

In moments of crisis, heroic acts are typically those that are most decisive. Few statutes embody this sentiment more than the Defense Production Act of 1950 (DPA). The DPA has long been a statutory hero to a country that has needed to adapt to the international and domestic adversities of a post-industrial world. However, the line between hero and villain can often blur when decisive power begins to corrupt. In the nascent stages of the U.S. COVID-19 outbreak, President Trump invoked the DPA to galvanize the production of critical medical supplies for the federal stockpile. What resulted was a use of DPA power that brought states to their knees.

Part II of this Note will examine the power that the DPA offers and the era of war from which it emerged. Part III will assert that the DPA’s long and protracted evolution has set the stage for unchecked presidential power that has wantonly burdened COVID-stricken states and opened the statute to the harms of political sway. Part IV will explore the judicial and legislative recourse available to remedy the DPA’s demonstrable shortcomings.
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Finally, Part V will offer some closing thoughts on one of the nation’s most powerful statutes.

II. THE DPA AND ITS PURPOSE

Above all else, the DPA is a statute of pragmatism. The DPA emanates from the governmental objective of ensuring that U.S. domestic industry can satisfy the emergent material needs that arise from war, terrorism, or disaster. To this end, the DPA grants the President expansive authority to effect economic policy and streamline the nation’s industrial response to threats of national security. The broad authorities entrusted to the President under the DPA are varied and include the power to designate materials critical to national defense, prohibit the hoarding of scarce materials, issue loans to private businesses for the production of critical materials, and punish the statute’s violators. While subject to certain congressional limits, the emergency power derived from the DPA nonetheless represents an example of the awesome latitude and responsibility allotted to the executive in times of crisis.

A. The Priorities and Allocations Provision of the DPA

Perhaps the President’s most acute and practical authority under the DPA stems from the statute’s “Priorities and Allocations” section. Under this provision, Congress authorizes the President to compel private entities to accept and prioritize government contracts for the production of materials “necessary or appropriate to promote the national defense,” allowing the President to allocate those materials as he or she sees fit. Concerned with the disruptive impact that allocation could pose to the civilian market, Congress amended the DPA in 1953 to ensure that the executive would exercise the power in a manner that would “make available, so far as
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practicable . . . a fair share of the available civilian supply.”11 Modernly, the DPA upholds such civilian market protections through the following language:

The powers granted in this section shall not be used to control the general distribution of any material in the civilian market unless the President finds (1) that such material is a scarce and critical material essential to the national defense, and (2) that the requirements of the national defense for such material cannot otherwise be met without creating a significant dislocation of the normal distribution of such material in the civilian market to such a degree as to create appreciable hardship.12

Seemingly appropriate for a nation in or anticipating crisis, this language provides the legal framework and circumstances under which the President can expedite, allocate, and control the distribution of critical materials even to the detriment of the civilian market.13

Despite the stated goal of safeguarding the civilian market, the provision does little to curb the executive’s considerable latitude. The clause purports to bar executive action in the public commercial sphere, yet it simultaneously grants broad discretion to circumvent its restraints.14 The President can surmount the limiting provision so long as he or she deems a resource to be “scarce,” “critical,” or “essential,”15 requiring only a unilateral executive determination in the form of a Presidential Order or memorandum to succeed. Once the designation occurs, the executive can set the priority and allocations provision into motion and facilitate federal disruption of the civilian market.

The DPA’s broad definition of “national defense” equally dilutes the civilian market’s protection by providing a wide net of application.16 “National defense” under the DPA includes “programs for military and energy production or construction, military or critical infrastructure assistance to any foreign nation, homeland security, stockpiling, space, and any directly related activity.”17 The DPA’s definition also extends to the executive prioritization and allocation of materials required to restore critical U.S. infrastructure and supply the federal government’s emergency response to domestic disasters.18 With this scale of application, the DPA effectively grants the President the power to exercise near-absolute discretion to direct
U.S. domestic industry in an extremely broad capacity, and in a multitude of scenarios.\textsuperscript{19}

While the breadth of the DPA’s powers can indeed help to buttress national security and mitigate disasters, wary minds have nonetheless dubbed the DPA “the most powerful and potentially dangerous American law”\textsuperscript{20} for its sweeping and virtually unfettered authority to influence private markets. Prioritizing national defense over the civilian market would seem to be a feature of the DPA, begging the question of what would occur should the executive push such a priority to its moral limits.

As expansive as such power may appear on its face, it would be misleading to portray the DPA’s allocation powers as entirely monolithic or individually operated. To “coordinate and plan for . . . the effective use of the priorities and allocations authorities,” the DPA establishes the Defense Production Act Committee.\textsuperscript{21} The committee includes roughly seventeen executive officers,\textsuperscript{22} each tasked with leading their respective departments,\textsuperscript{23} issuing DPA-relevant reports to Congress,\textsuperscript{24} and executing presidential directives under the priorities and allocations provision.\textsuperscript{25} Nonetheless, this small army of executive agents and administrative departments is subordinate to a general, and the DPA authority on which these agents act still ultimately flows from the President.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{B. Predecessors and the Context of DPA Enactment}

Understanding the DPA’s modern risks requires an appreciation for the statute’s origins in war. At the time of its enactment in 1950, the DPA was the latest evolution of a thirty-year military-industrial metamorphosis. In 1917, the United States entered its first industrialized worldwide conflict in
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World War I. In the twilight of the war, Congress enacted the Departmental Reorganization Act, empowering the President to unilaterally reorganize, consolidate, and repurpose the executive apparatus to ensure a more efficient war effort. In the shadow of Pearl Harbor just twenty-three years later, Congress again expanded the executive’s wartime latitude with the First and Second War Powers Acts of 1941 and 1942. Similarly meant to expedite national defense, the Second War Powers Act conveyed to the President powers of government contract prioritization and even allowed authorized executive officers to condemn private land as a means of acquiring real property for military purposes.

Like its predecessors, the DPA emerged in an atmosphere of external military threat. In the five-year martial respite following V-E Day, nuclear bombardment of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and unconditional Japanese surrender, the United States became attuned to the silent tension of a burgeoning Cold War. On June 25, 1950, a Chinese and Soviet-backed North Korea invaded its southern counterpart, igniting the Korean War and spurring American intervention. Keen on a military response, the Truman Administration pressed Congress for heightened executive authority, framing the invasion as an act of “raw aggression” which threatened the hard-won global peace of World War II victory. As a majority of Americans believed World War III was on the horizon, President Truman called for enlarging the nation’s defense production to contend with the world’s communist

35. Radio and Television Address to the American People on the Situation in Korea, PUB. PAPERS 537-38 (July 19, 1950).
superpowers and potential nuclear war.\textsuperscript{37} By September 8, 1950, the DPA was law.\textsuperscript{38}

In the DPA’s initial priorities and allocations volley, the Truman administration focused heavily on steel production meant to supply the renewed American war machine.\textsuperscript{39} However, the DPA’s reach would ultimately expand well beyond steel production and, unlike its predecessors, outlive the conflict that instigated its enactment.\textsuperscript{40} Over fifty reauthorizations in seventy years would significantly prolong its statutory life, allowing the DPA to evolve with the nation’s needs and emerge as one of the most expansive statutes in the United States.\textsuperscript{41}

III. \textbf{THE PITFALLS OF A COVID-ERA DPA}

The exercise of immense and unilateral power, even when essential to survival, is never entirely free from unforeseen consequences, collateral damage, or duplicity. The DPA is no exception. The DPA has three problems: one in its evolution, one in its cost, and one in its abuse. The following will (a) explore the DPA’s path to becoming President Trump’s industrial response to COVID-19; (b) highlight the civilian-market fallout of applying the DPA during a nationwide pandemic; and (c) evaluate whether a path exists for reigning in the DPA’s colossal power.

A. \textit{DPA’s Domestic Evolution}

The DPA’s first significant step in its domestic evolution occurred during the California Energy Crisis in 2001. A combination of
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\textsuperscript{40} \textsc{Michael H. Cecire & Heidi M. Peters, Cong. Rsch. Serv.}, R43767, \textit{The Defense Production Act of 1950: History, Authorities, and Considerations for Congress} 3-5 (2020).
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deregulation, heatwaves, and energy price manipulation led Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), one of California’s largest gas and electric providers, to the brink of insolvency. Californian energy consumption swelled while PG&E’s vendors refused to continue supplying the bankrupting company, threatening massive gas shutoffs throughout the state. To counter the impending crisis, President Clinton invoked the DPA and authorized Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson to compel the suppliers to continue their sales to PG&E. Averting the shutoff, this decisive DPA action marked the statute’s first application that was not traceable to an external threat.

Despite its relative success, the DPA’s plunge into the domestic arena did not go unopposed. One vocal critic of the DPA’s use during the energy crisis was former Texas Senator Phil Gramm. In February 2001, during the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs’ review of the DPA’s role in the energy crisis, Gramm objected to the statute’s domestic economic intervention, emphasizing that the DPA’s unilateral executive powers were now operating in a world far removed from the imminent geopolitical danger of the Cold War. Gramm’s concern was clear: A wartime defense production statute, enacted in the midst of a bygone external existential threat, was now gaining a greater foothold in domestic commerce.

Although the Senate Committee’s investigation concluded that Clinton’s DPA action had properly supplied national defense installations within PG&E’s service area, Gramm focused instead on the act’s civilian market intrusion. The executive had used the DPA to force PG&E’s suppliers to sell “under conditions the supplier did not agree to, at prices they did not agree to, with no guarantee of payment” —all for a gas shortage based
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entirely on debt. In Gramm’s eyes, such an imposition sowed excessive market uncertainty with the potential of unduly burdening private market participants and taxpayers alike. Nonetheless, Gramm’s inquiry faded in mid-2001, as the September 11th attacks engulfed Congressional focus and brought the conversation of DPA reform to an abrupt end.

Equally controversial, albeit for different reasons, DPA use (or lack thereof) during Hurricane Katrina marked another turning point in the statute’s evolution. Hurricane Katrina remains one of the most devastating hurricanes ever to hit mainland America. Making landfall on August 29, 2005, the hurricane’s impact coupled with governmental response prompted a new era of scrutiny for federal disaster relief.

Criticisms of inefficiency, indecisiveness, and indifference marred the federal government’s response to the Katrina disaster, particularly in regard to the general lack and mismanagement of emergency supplies. Despite having the authority to invoke the DPA to galvanize production of disaster relief materials, the Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) used the DPA’s provisions “sparingly, if it all.” David Kaufman, the former Associate Administrator for Policy at FEMA, explained that the DPA was “peripheral” to the government’s relief efforts, adding that: “It was not as well-known as one of those [emergency response] tools until after Katrina.” While difficult to determine whether the DPA would have significantly altered the
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overall outcome of the federal response, Katrina’s missteps would ultimately propel the DPA onto the shortlist of disaster relief measures.\(^{61}\)

In total, both the California Energy Crisis and Hurricane Katrina represent pivotal moments in the DPA’s evolution. Where the energy crisis displaced the DPA’s traditional military character,\(^{62}\) Katrina left a void in disaster response that lawmakers sought to fill.\(^{63}\) The DPA would in time firmly shift into this role of internal savior, setting the stage for its application during the COVID-19 outbreak.

B. Taking from the Needy: COVID-19, the DPA, and Civilian Market Burdens

What differentiated the COVID-19 pandemic from previous domestic DPA applications was that the pandemic occurred simultaneously nationwide.\(^{64}\) Unlike regional energy shutoffs or coastal hurricanes, the pandemic was not localized to a handful of states.\(^{65}\) The frontline was everywhere, causing the demand for scarce medical materials to soar across the country.\(^{66}\) Exercising the DPA to innervate medical production would become paramount, and the choice of allocation would mean the difference between life and death for some Americans – all while escalating the burden on the civilian market.

By mid-March 2020, COVID-19 had killed 115 Americans and had yielded 7,327 confirmed cases nationwide.\(^{67}\) On March 18, 2020, President Trump issued an executive order declaring a national emergency, and invoking the DPA.\(^{68}\) In the Order, President Trump declared that health and medical resources, “including personal protective equipment [PPE] and ventilators,” were critical materials necessary to stem the spread and impact


\(^{63}\) See Townsend, supra note 61.
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of the virus. In turn, the President conferred authority to the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to determine which companies would prioritize the production of PPE and ventilators, as well as which states would receive the supplies.

By mid-April 2020, HHS had closed priority contracts with several American firms to produce ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile. One contract of note was with General Motors (GM) where, following deteriorating negotiations and a Twitter diatribe, President Trump invoked the DPA to compel GM to both accept and prioritize the contract. Despite a clear resemblance to the forced contracting seen during the California Energy Crisis, urgent needs overrode any concern for the private market. Former Governor of New York, Andrew Cuomo, voiced such urgency stating: “Yes, it is an assertion of government power on private sector companies . . . But so what. This is a national emergency.”

In practice, the DPA’s priority powers allowed the federal government to jump “to the front of the line” nearly everywhere medical supplies were available. But where did that leave states and private buyers? The Trump administration instructed non-federal actors to seek out their own supply sources, claiming: “They can get them faster by getting them on their own.”
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Yet with much of the initial wave of medical products going to the federal stockpile, state governors struggled to provide for their respective states.\footnote{78} The already deficient supply—reduced through federal priority and allocation—ignited a bidding war, driving up prices for states and private entities.\footnote{79} Adding insult to injury, statements from then-Senior White House Adviser Jared Kushner\footnote{80} and President Trump himself\footnote{81} discouraged states’ pleas for additional federal aid while the federal government continued to outbid, out-prioritize, and “poach” state and private orders.\footnote{82}

Therein lies the crux of the civilian market burden under a pandemic DPA. While dire need has eroded civilian market concerns as to the DPA’s coercion of private entities,\footnote{83} new concerns arise regarding the availability of scarce and critical supplies. The ubiquity of COVID-19 ensured that the government could not disperse the cost of relief amongst unaffected states.\footnote{84} As the DPA’s 2020 application demonstrated, prioritization and allocation of any degree in a scenario of scarcity will inevitably disrupt the immediate needs of non-federal actors. FEMA spokeswoman, Lizzie Litzow, admitted as much, stating that such actions “can have the unintended consequence of disrupting the regular supply chain deliveries” of other COVID-stricken
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states.\textsuperscript{85} Essentially taking from the needy to give to the needier, the collateral damage of the priorities and allocations provision in this instance cannot be overstated. While rapid, efficient, and decisive federal distribution might have worked to ameliorate the DPA’s inadvertent effects, this was not the case in 2020.\textsuperscript{86}

Where in the past, the designating, prioritizing, and allocating of a critical material may have burdened producers, the administration’s COVID-era DPA encumbered consumers. State-level supply shortages placed a severe medical burden on the civilian market, and federal intervention fueled the financial strains on state and private purchasers.\textsuperscript{87} Altogether, local and private actors paid an exorbitant price for DPA application, further raising the question of whether the statute’s costs had the potential to engulf its benefits.

C. Abuse and Politicization of the DPA

“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power.”\textsuperscript{88} Consequently, the statute at hand presents such a test. The DPA itself is not political, capricious, or malevolent; however, the humans who wield it are perfectly capable of being so. Troubling headlines proved as much in how the Trump Administration both acquired and distributed some of its DPA-herded medical supplies at the height of the initial outbreak.\textsuperscript{89} In sum, the administration’s statements and actions would unmask the DPA’s potential for abuse and politicization.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{87} Estes, supra note 78.
\item \textsuperscript{88} Often misattributed to Abraham Lincoln, this quote was actually made about Lincoln by Robert G. Ingersoll. Dan MacGuill, \textit{Did Lincoln Say, ‘If You Want to Test a Man’s Character, Give Him Power’?}, \textit{Snopes} (Sept. 25, 2019), https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/lincoln-character-power/.
\end{itemize}
Reports of federal agents intercepting and seizing state supply orders began cropping up across the country in early April of 2020. Prior to the reports, the President had issued a memorandum directing the DHS, in conjunction with the HHS secretary and FEMA, to use DPA authority to “allocate to domestic use, as appropriate,” scarce PPE and respirator equipment. Couched in rhetoric seeking to limit private hoarding and excessive export of medical supplies, the directive in practice produced frightening results. Medical and state officials in states like California, Colorado, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Kentucky, Texas, and Florida complained of unannounced and unexplained seizures of medical supply orders.

While FEMA officials assured the media that no such seizures were occurring, the alleged federal intercepts nonetheless forced state governors and private entities to take matters into their own hands. Much to the chagrin of the President, Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker began secretly importing PPE from China to avoid losing medical supplies to the federal stockpile. Similar reports of cloak-and-dagger shipments arose in Massachusetts where Governor Charlie Baker and New England Patriot’s owner Robert Kraft coordinated to circumvent the DPA’s reach, using the professional football team’s private jet to fly critical PPE into the state and “keep the Feds from finding out.” Amounting to state-sponsored smuggling, these stories nonetheless punctuate the distrust and desperation that developed from the DPA’s abuse.
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Once the federal stockpile began taking shape, the DPA’s potential for political influence became clear. While advisers praised President Trump’s “very hands-on” approach in distributing supplies, others expressed concern with the White House’s departure from the delegative practices typical of DPA usage. When asked about the administration’s cooperation with outspoken democratic governors, President Trump said: “[I]t’s a two-way street. They have to treat us well also,” hinting that federal assistance could be contingent on a change in the governors’ political tune. On the other hand, republican supporters seemed to fare far better than their democratic counterparts. Republican Senators Cory Gardner and Martha McSally, both of whom were up for re-election at the time of the outbreak, publicly cited their influence with Trump as key to securing ventilators for their respective states. Furthermore, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis openly cited his state’s importance to Trump’s re-election bid as a driving force behind Florida’s access to the federal stockpile. Despite its denial of DPA politicization, the administration’s statements and actions suggest that political favor was just as dispositive as actual need when it came to deciding where supplies would go.

Between DPA-sanctioned federal seizures and election-minded distribution, the Trump Administration ultimately fell short of its character test. To be fair, however, the Trump Administration’s COVID-era DPA is not the first and only morally questionable exercise of an emergency statute. The Second War Powers Act was instrumental in facilitating the internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II, and the DPA itself was the driving statutory force behind the production of Agent Orange during the
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Vietnam War. This is to say that the dangers of authoritative statutes will consistently correlate to the degree of power granted, a notion that perhaps vindicates critics like Phil Gramm. A design that places such authority in an individual will always be dangerous. So why not minimize its risks?

IV. REFORMING THE DPA

Clear from its pandemic performance, the DPA is not a “one size fits all” industrial solution to national emergency. While broad in its scope and utilization, the DPA’s priorities and allocations provision lacks the substantive civilian market protections and legislative outline to effectively handle the strain of nationwide emergency or prevent misuse of its power. Therefore, to ensure a more efficient statute and avoid presidential abuse, the DPA requires reform.

A. Judicial Review

An appropriate starting point in reining in the DPA would be the judiciary. If the exercise of statutory powers violates an entity’s constitutional rights, the Court should have the power to review. Although the DPA raised concerns regarding justiciability in its nascent years, enough precedent exists to infer that the statute is not beyond the Court’s reach.

The DPA’s earliest brush with the judiciary was in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer in 1952. Roughly two years after the DPA’s signing, months of labor disputes between steel companies and steelworkers culminated in the announcement of a nationwide strike on April 4, 1952. With the Korean War still raging, halting steel production was tantamount to disaster in the eyes of President Truman. On April 8, 1952, Truman declared steel as “indispensable” not only to the war effort but also to the
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105. See Hearings, supra note 20, at 1-2.
108. Id. at 582-83.
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nation’s pursuit of atomic energy and the survival of the U.S. economy. Truman then ordered the Secretary of Commerce to seize and coordinate the continued operation of all affected steel mills, totaling eighty-seven sites throughout the country. In what would become a landmark case in curbing inherent executive power, the Supreme Court held Truman’s executive order to be invalid. Justifying its position in part through DPA authority, government counsel would eventually admit that the order fell outside the statute’s constraints. Compounding the admission, concurring opinions from Justices Frankfurter and Clark concluded that nothing in the DPA’s language provided for the type of outright seizure of private industry that the order sought. Though neither the centerpiece of the case’s discussion on presidential authority nor a direct examination of the priorities and allocations provision, the Court’s brief DPA determination provides an early foundation for judicial review of DPA-related executive action.

Ralls Corp. v. Committee on Foreign Investment in 2014 saw a similar ruling, albeit in a lower court. In that case, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (“Committee”) cited the DPA’s authority to review corporate transactions when it blocked the Ralls Corporation’s purchase of four American companies. The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals held that congressional intent did not “preclude judicial review of constitutional claims” arising under the Committee’s DPA exercise.

Although neither Youngstown nor Ralls deals directly with the priorities and allocations provision, both cases illuminate precedent where overstepping DPA authority can garner judicial review. However, while review could ameliorate instances of federal seizures through damage recovery or injunction, the courts have shown a history of using a hands-off approach to the finer moral dilemmas of DPA use. The Court could indeed
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evaluate specific instances where an executive order flies outside the bounds of the DPA’s language, but outright challenges of DPA constitutionality or presidential action would likely run afoul the political question doctrine\(^\text{122}\) or hinder the executive decisiveness that the statute demands. With a lack of significant or feasible judicial recourse, the road to reform points squarely at the legislature.

B. Legislative Solutions

In this case, the DPA’s evolving nature could prove to be both the statute’s corruptor and its saving grace. While the wide array of DPA applications make terminating the statute all but out of the question, Congress may still employ certain strategies to reel in the executive power it has unleashed. In fact, the Congressional Research Service\(^\text{123}\) has already proposed such measures.\(^\text{124}\) First, Congress could increase oversight over DPA use\(^\text{125}\) by tasking committees to take a more active role in assessing the DPA’s civilian market burdens or the statute’s politicization. Second, Congress could redistribute the executive’s DPA powers through amendment.\(^\text{126}\) Rather than having all DPA powers flow directly from the President, Congress could diffuse the authorities amongst specific federal agencies.\(^\text{127}\)

Furthermore, Congress could amend the statute with specific language that deters politicization and creates more substantive civilian market protections. Such language could include an outright ban on political favoritism or create clear rules for the type of “hands-on” presidential allocation seen during the COVID-19 outbreak. Also, to preclude federally “poached” orders of scarce materials, DPA amendments could apply a limit on federal consolidation that guarantees some degree of purchasing rights to compelling performance under DPA authority, having “superior knowledge of the hazards” of Agent Orange, and seizing a degree of the plaintiff’s processing facilities for Agent Orange production).


\(^\text{123}\) Established by Congress and President Woodrow Wilson in 1914, the Congressional Research Service “serve[s] Congress with the highest quality of research, analysis, information and confidential consultation to support the exercise of its legislative, representational and oversight duties in its role as a coequal branch of government.” About CRS: History and Mission, LIBR. OF CONG., https://www.loc.gov/ersinfo/about/history.html (last updated Sept. 16, 2021).
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\(^\text{126}\) Id. at 22-23.

\(^\text{127}\) Id. at 23.
non-federal actors. To avoid concerns that such protections would impede the DPA’s need for rapid action and executive decisiveness, Congress could even go as far as localizing such limitations to a pandemic response provision.

Several paths to DPA reform exist so long as Congress is amenable to it. When national emergencies arise, desires for decisive and authoritative action are sure to follow. What will make the difference between excessive unilateral power and measured emergency response is whether Congress and the electorate have the perspective to recognize the fallout of extreme executive power and the temper to limit such power when a crisis emerges.

V. CONCLUSION

This Note is by no means meant to negate the DPA’s potential to be a statutory hero, but rather suggest that the repercussions of its unilateral nature are now hastening to envelop its merits. On February 5, 2021, the Biden Administration announced plans to invoke the DPA to bolster vaccine production and distribution, placing the nation on track to vaccinate every American adult by the end of May 2021. The DPA can be a source for good, however, its effectiveness should not be a coin toss between a prudent or imprudent administration.

For the past seventy years, the DPA has imparted an awesome power and responsibility upon the President; a latitude that can too easily fall victim to the faults of individuals and the influence of politics. The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted that the DPA is not immune to such shortcomings, demonstrating the statute’s need for both reevaluation and reformation. When the executive takes from the needy to give to the needier (or more politically agreeable), the political, economic, and moral limits of the DPA become clear.

128. See Perez, supra note 73.
130. Zeke Miller et al., Biden Vows Enough Vaccine for All US Adults by End of May, AP NEWS (Mar. 2, 2021), https://apnews.com/ (search in search bar “Biden Vows Enough Vaccine for All US Adults”; then click on link to the article).